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Galerkin Approximations of Abstract

Parabolic Boundary Value Problems

With Rough Boundary Data-L^ Theory *

By I. Lasiecka

Abstract. Galerkin approximations of an abstract parabolic boundary value problem with

"rough" boundary data are considered. The optimal rates of convergence in Lp[0T; L2(ti)]

norms for L [07"; L2(T)] boundary terms are derived.

1. Introduction. Let Í2 be an open, bounded domain in R" with smooth boundary

T. As a motivation for the present paper, let us consider the following two canonical

examples of parabolic problems with "rough" boundary data:

(y,(t) = Ay   LnO = Qx[0,r],

(1-1.D) (^(0) = 0,

\y\r = ueL.[QT;L2(T)]

and

(l.l.N)

>,(/)-(A-1)   inß,

>-(0) = 0,

dy
3tj

= «e Lp[0T;H-l(T)],       l^p^oo.
r

Our interest is a study of the rates of convergence of Galerkin approximations to

(1.1.D), (l.l.N) in the Lp(0T; L2(ß))-norms, with boundary data either in

Lp(0T; L2(T)) (Dirichlet case) or else in Lp(0T; H-\T)) (Neumann case).

A standard technique of treating nonhomogeneous boundary conditions consists

in subtracting the effect of the boundary term and then considering the correspond-

ing nonhomogeneous equation with homogeneous boundary conditions (see [5]).

Application of these techniques requires, however, a certain smoothness of the

boundary function (at least H1/2(T) for the Dirichlet case). This requirement is

needed to carry over standard variational arguments based on //^coercivity of the

bilinear form associated with the differential operator A. Thus, our assumption that

u is only in Lp(0T; L2(T)) (resp. Lp(0T; H'X(T))) in the Dirichlet case (resp.

Neumann case) is the distinctive feature of this work.
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56 I. LASIECKA

We shall construct a Galerkin approximation of (l.l.D) and (l.l.N) which will

yield the optimal rates of convergence equal to G(\fii) measured in the

Lp(0T; L2(ß))-topology for 1 < p < oo, with Lp[0T; L2(T)]-boundary terms in

(l.l.D) (resp. Lp(0T; //-'(ryj-boundary terms in (l.l.N)). In the limit case, when

p = 1 or p = oo, the corresponding optimal rates of convergence are proved to be

0()fh\nh).
The approach taken in this paper is based on semigroup theory combined with the

theory of singular integrals.

We shall first consider a general abstract model of the form:

(12)        ly,(t)=-Ay(t)+AeBu(t);**       0 < Q < 1 on (D(A*))',

U(o) = o,

where -A is the generator of an analytic semigroup S(t) on a Hilbert space H and B

is a bounded operator from another Hilbert space U into H. D(A*)' stands for the

dual space to D(A*) with respect to L2(Q), equipped with the graph topology.

Model (1.2) is suitable to treat nonhomogeneous boundary problems with "rough"

boundary data, and in particular it covers as a special case the two canonical

examples given by (l.l.D) and (l.l.N), as illustrated below.

Dirichlet Case. Here, in order to represent (l.l.D) in the form (1.2), we introduce

the operator A: L2(fi) -» L2(ü) defined by

(1.3) -Ay = by,       y e 2(A) = H^(il) Pi H2(Q).

It is well known that -A generates an analytic semigroup S(t) on L2(Q). Next, let

us define the "Dirichlet" map D: L2(T) -» L2(ß) to be just a harmonic extension of

the boundary data g, i.e., Dg = v if and only if

(1.4) Ao = 0   onß,        ^lr = £    on T.

An abstract version of problem (l.l.D) is given by the following semigroup formula

(see, e.g., [2], [11])

(1.5) y(t) = AÍ's(t-z)Du(z)dz   on L2(fi).

Knowing that D e£>(L2(T) -> #1/2(ß)) [15] and that //1/2(Q) c 2>{Ax/4-%

E > 0, [6] we have

(1.6) A^4-eDG^(L2(T)^L2(ii)).

After setting H = L2(ß); U = L2(T); B = Al/4~eD; Q = 3/4 + e, we can rewrite

(1.5) in differential form as

h,(t) = -Ay(t) + ADu(t) = -Ay + A^Bu,

(7(0) = 0   on^(^*)'.

Thus, (1.7) (a special case of (1.2)) can be interpreted as an abstract version of

(l.l.D).

** Without loss of generality we assume that the spectrum of -A lies in the left complex plane, hence

the fractional powers A® are well defined.
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Neumann Case. To treat Neumann boundary conditions, we proceed in a similar

fashion. With -Ay = Ay - y defined on

3>{si) = {y e L2(Q);Ay e L2(8); dy/dv\ r = 0),

we associate the corresponding semigroup S(r) and we define the "Neumann map"

N: L2(T) -» L2(fi) by /Vg = p, where

= g   on r.
r

(1.8) (A-l)i> = 0   onß,        -2-v
OTJ

Since  [15]   N <=&(H-\T) ^ H1/2(Q)) = $(Al/4)  [6],  with   H = L2{ü),   U ■

H~l(T), we have

B = Al/4NeSC(U-^ #).

The solution y< of (1.1.N) can now be written as (e.g. [11])

' y,(t) = -Ay(t) + ANu(t) = -Ay(t) + A°Bu{t),

(1'9)        \rn-o.
where Q = 3/4.

Thus, here again, (1.9) is an abstract version of the boundary problem (l.l.N). The

same procedure described above applies to an arbitrary elliptic operator (see Section

5). We are here justified in viewing (1.2) as an abstract model for an arbitrary

parabolic boundary value problem with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions,

after giving an appropriate meaning to the operators A and B.

For the abstract model we shall now define Galerkin approximations and we shall

establish the optimal rates of convergence of the approximate solutions. These

abstract results will then be applied to the original parabolic problem.

A brief description of our general setting for Galerkin approximations to model

(1.2) follows. We introduce a suitably chosen family of finite-dimensional approxi-

mating subspaces Vh c 3)(B*A*®), as well as a sequence of finite-dimensional

operators Ah: Vh -* Vh approximating (in the sense described later) the generator A.

As Galerkin approximation of the abstract model (1.2) we then take:

Findyh(t) c Vh such that

(h(t),v„)H= -(Ahyh(t),vh)H+ (u(t),B*A*Cvh)u,
(1.10)

>„(0) = 0   for all ^e Vh.

By crucially using the analyticity of the original semigroup S(t), as well as the

uniform analyticity of the underlined Galerkin approximation Sh(t) = eAh', we shall

prove that Galerkin approximations to (1.2) yield the optimal rates of convergence

(optimal with respect to the maximal regularity of the solutions). The main tools

used at this stage are: (i) the theory of singular integrals combined with interpolation

theory and (ii) estimates for initial value problems with "rough" data. The latter

follow from the above-mentioned uniform analyticity of Sh(t).

We now specialize the above procedure to our two canonical examples. In the

Dirichlet case (1.1.D), we can take as space Vh the space Vh° of linear splines

vanishing on the boundary T and as approximation Ah the standard Galerkin

approximation of A. Thus, the version of (1.10) for the special case of Dirichlet data,

i.e., the Galerkin approximation of (1.7), will take the form

(1.11)    (h(t),vh)0=-(vyh(t),Vvh)a-(u(t),D*A*vh)T,       v„eV°.
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Using D*A* = dv/di) | r ([2], [12]), we see that (1.11) is equivalent to

(1.11')   (y„(t),vh)a= -(va(/),Vï»)q-/»(').^»| .       vheVh°.

The convergence result obtained for the abstract model (1.10) will yield in this

Dirichlet case the following result:

With y (resp. yh) the solution to (1.1.D) (resp. (LIT)), we shall prove that

i \y -yhl^lOTiLria)]^ Chl/2\u\L [or.LAT)], 1 <p< oo,

(1.12)       {
( \y-yh\LplOT;L2(Q)]<, Ch1/2 In h\ U \Lf[0T. Li(T)],      p = 1,00.

To treat Neumann boundary conditions, we can take for the approximating sub-

space Vh the space of linear splines with no requirements of vanishing on the

boundary and for Ah the standard Galerkin approximation of A. The version of the

Galerkin approximation (1.10) in the Neumann case will then be

(1 13Ï    \(h(t)^h)ü= -(vyh(t),Vuh)a-{u(t),N*A*vh)v,    vh<=Vh,

K    }   U(o) = 0-

Since N*A*v = v | r, we have

(A(0»»*)r= -(v^(/),Vi>Jn- (u(t),uh)r,    vh& Vh,
(1.13')

\yh(o) = o.

With y (resp. yh) the solution to (l.l.N) (resp. (1.13')), we will prove the following

rates of convergence,

j \y-yh\i.flOT;L2(Q)]< Chl/2\u |LpW. w.,(r)], 1 <p < oo,

\\y -yh\Lp[0T:L2(u)]^ Chl/2 In h\u \Lp[0T. „.i(r)],    /> = Loo.

Remarks. 1. The convergence results with "rough" data obtained in (1.12) and

(1.14) are optimal. They reflect, in fact, the maximal regularity of the continuous

solutions, and they are of the same order as the "best approximation" to y(t).

2. If one considers smoother boundary data, then one would expect to obtain

higher than \fh rates of convergence. In fact, for the Neumann problem this is

indeed the case. One can show that the algorithm (1.13'), when applied to smooth u,

will yield the optimal (with respect to the optimal regularity of the solutions y) rates

of convergence. In contrast, in the Dirichlet case, the algorithm (1.11) limits its

accuracy to ]fh , no matter how smooth the boundary data "«" are. This is because

in the Dirichlet case the approximating elements are forced to approximate (in some

sense) the generator A, hence they satisfy zero (or more generally nearly zero)

boundary conditions. This fact makes it impossible to achieve higher order of

accuracy (higher than \fii) for the approximations of the solutions to (1.1.D) with

nonhomogeneous boundary data.

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 deals with the abstract model

(1.2) and provides the maximal regularity results for the original solutions. In

Section 3, Galerkin approximations of the abstract problem (1.2) are introduced and

the main abstract convergence results are formulated. Section 4 is devoted to the
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proofs of the results of Section 3. Section 5 deals with the application of the abstract

results to the parabolic problem (1.1), where it provides the optimal rates of

convergence for the approximation of (1.1), expressed in terms of Lp(L2)-norms.

Notation. X' is the dual of X.

|| • \\„^„ = normini?(#-> H).

\\x\\, ( •, ) are the norm and scalar product in L2(ü).

| |, ( , ) are the norm and scalar product in L2(T).

|| ■ ||s, | • |s are the norms in Hs(ü) and HS(T), respectively.

K(X) is the Fourier transform on K(t).

2. Abstract Parabolic Boundary Value Problem. Let A be the generator of an

analytic semigroup S(t) on a Banach space H. It is well known (see [17]) that there

exist constants a, b > 0 and C > 0 such that for the resolvent set p(A) of A one has

p(A) 3 2 = {X;ReX > a - blm\X\)

and for all X g S the resolvent operator (XI - A)~l of A satisfies

(2.1) ||Ä(\,^)||W^W< C(l +IXI)"1,

or equivalently,

(2.1') MBS(f)||H^„ <£«?<";       />0.***

Without loss of generality we may assume that a < 0, so 0 G p(A), and fractional

powers AQ, 0 g Q < 1, are well defined. We shall consider the following abstract

model:

(77) iy(t)=-Ay(t)+AQBu(t),

K   } U(o) = o,
where B g ¿¡f(U -> H), with U another Banach space.

Remark. Since @(AQB) (considered on H) may be empty, Eq. (2.2) should be

understood in a sense of (^(y4*))'-topology. Analyticity of the semigroup S(t) will

guarantee that for any u G Lp[0T; U] there exists a solution y(t) defined a.e. for

t e [0, T]. More precisely, let

L: L2[0T;U]^ L2[0T;H]

be defined as

(Lu)(t) = [' S(t - t)AqBu(t) dr.

Clearly, L is densely defined as Hl[0T; U] c S)(L). Moreover, the following result

holds.

Theorem 2.1. Let 0 < Q < 1. Then

(i) L g &(Lx[0T; U] - BMO[0r; 2(Al^)]y

(ii) L G 2>{LX[0T; U] - Ll[0T; 2(Al~Q)]y

(Hi) L<=¿e(Lp[0T;U]^ Lp[0T;3(Al-Q-e)}), p = 1, oo, e > 0.

***C stands for a generic constant.

+ For the definition of BMO (bounded mean oscillations) and L1, (Lrweak) spaces we refer to [15], [8]

and [18].
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Interpolating between BMO[07; ®(AX~Q)\ and Ll*[0T; @(Aie)] (see [18]) we

obtain

Corollary 2.2.

(2.3) Le<?(Lp[0T;U]^Lp[0T;$(Al~Q)}),       \<p < oo.

Remark. The result stated in Corollary 2.2 was proved in [20] and [4] in the case

when H is a Hubert space [4] or H is a reflexive Banach space [20]. Our proof,

although similar in spirit to [20] and [4], is, however, more general and technically

different. Also, elements of this proof will be used later in treating approximation

problems.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we shall need some results

from the theory of singular integrals. For the convenience of the reader we shall state

them below.

Theorem 2.3. (S. Spanne-E. Stein [22]). Let Tf = K * f where (K*f)(t) =

/_°^ K(t - t)/(t) dr and K G J?(U -» LX[R, H]) satisfies the following properties:

There exists a constant M > 0 (independent of \\K\\IJ^L [R H]) such that

(2.4) \K(\)u\H<M\u\u,       X = ß,ß£R,

(2.5) f \\K(x-y)-K(x)\\u^Hdx<M   Vy*0eR.
J\*\>2\y\

Then T maps L°°(R; U) into BMO(Ä; H), and the following inequality holds,

\Tf\BMO(R:H) < CM\ f \l°*(R; U),

where CM does not depend on ||.K'||t,_¿ [r.h]-

Remark. Theorem 2.3 was originally proved in [21] under the assumption that

H = R". Analysis of the proof in [21] reveals, however, that the generalization of the

result to vector-valued functions represents no extra difficulties.

In order to apply Theorem 2.3 to our situation, we define

(2.6) Ks(t)tl^(t)B,      t>8,
y     ' 10, t<8.

It can be easily verified that for all u g Lx[0T; U] and extended by zero outside

[0, T], we have

<i    r + oo n-S

(Tsu)(t)= Ks(t-T)u(r)dr=¡      AS(t - t)Bu(t) dr
•'-oo •'0

and

(2.7) Tsu -» Al~QLu   inC[0r;//]forall u <= Hl[0T\U).
8—»0

Also, for each 8 > 0, the kernel Ks(t) g S?(U -» LX[R; H)). This follows from the

analyticity of the semigroup S(t), which, in particular, implies that AS(t): H -> H

is bounded for all t > 8, and from the fact that \AS(t)x\fi^H < Ce~wt for t large,

w > 0 (since we assume without loss of generality that a in the definition of 2 is
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negative).** Now we shall verify assumptions (2.4) and (2.5). As for (2.4), we have

a /•+ 00 /"OO „

Ks(ß)u = f       e-iß'Ks(t)udt = f    e-iß'AS(t)Budt.
'-oo S

From the analyticity of the semigroup, it follows that we can shift the path of

integration from the positive real axis to a ray te'* starting at the origin. If ß > 0 we

choose <f> < 0 and obtain

/•OO

Ks(ß)u = -eißSS(8)Bu + iß      e~iß,S(t)Budt
h

= -e'ißSS(8)Bu + iß f    e-iß"M^+ß,s,n*S(te,*)Bue^dt.

Hence,

\Kt(ß)u\„<C

, + ßSsin^

\u\u+ ß-ß-\u\u «S  C|«|(y.

For ß < 0 we choose the ray of integration with <> > 0 and obtain a similar estimate.

Therefore,

(2.8) \Ks(ß)\\u^H < M   uniformly in 8 > 0.

Next, we shall show that (2.5) is verified for Ks(t). To this end, let us write with

y > 0,

f \\Xt(x -y)-Ks(x)\\u^Hdx =
J\x\>2y

®
/OO

\\(AS(x-y)-AS(x))B\\u^ffdx,       y > 8,

/'      MS(x)B||í/_hí/x+ /      ||(¿Si>-jO-^i»)2*||áx,
•^.y Jy + 8

8/2 *Zy <8,

/       |MS(x)2?||^ffáx + /      ||(^S(x-^)-^S(*))B||^ffdx,
•'S •'.v + o

0 < .v < 5/2-

As for the term (T), we shall use

<3>

r*-> d/oo /-oo /-a — v    rl

\\(AS(x-y)-AS(x))f\\H^Hdx^j        sup     ¿/       -t-S(t)/</t
J2y   f*D(A2)\     J* dT

dx

/•OO I   /•.ï-v

< /        sup     /       A2S(r)fdi
feD(Al)

l/llf-1

¿X

11 Regularity of the map Z. clearly will not be affected by translating the spectrum of A to the left of the

complex plane.
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(by (2.1') applied with n = 2)

»oo fX-y    \

^ Cf        sup
2 y  fe día2)

/•JC-V /-oo

/ -|/|„rfTdx<C/
Jx T J2 v

dx < Cln2.

The same line of arguments applies to the second integrals in the terms (2) and (3).

As for the first integral in (2) and (3), we simply use (2.T) with n = 1. Repeating

the same estimates with y < 0 yields

/OO

ll-M*-.)') - Xs(x)\u^Hdx < M    uniformly in 8.
|Jt|>-2.v

In view of Theorem 2.3, (2.8) and (2.9), we have

(2.10) |7s«|bmo(ä.//)< cI"L«(r,</)   uniformly in 5.

(2.7), (2.10) and standard density argument yield

IAl~Qlu\ < C\u\
\n-        ^"[BMOiO.r;«) ** <-l"lz.*[07";l/]>

which completes part (i) of Theorem 2.1.

As for part (ii), we shall use the Theorem of Schwartz, which can be stated as

follows:

Theorem 2.4. [21]. With Tf = K * f as in Theorem 2.3, assume that (2.4) is

satisfied. Moreover, assume that there exist a real number a > 1 and a constant

M < oo such that for all p > 0

\\K(p(x-y)-K(px)\\dx^^-
{x\>a r

for all \y\ < 1/a.
Then T: LX[R; U] -» L^[R, H] and

(2.12)
M

\*J \mR.H] ^   a   l/lL,[/!,ur

In view of (2.12), to prove part (ii) of Theorem 2.1, it is enough to verify (2.11)

with Ks(t), where M should be independent on 8. To accomplish this, we shall use

Corollary 5 in [21]. According to this corollary the sufficient condition for (2.11) to

hold is

(2.11')
J\x\>t\x\>a\i

To check (2.1 T), it suffices to write

9x
K,(x)

M
dx <

l/-// r1

|.v|> at yxKM
dx —

/oo
\\A2S(x)B\\u^Hdx,    ap>8,

U-H

■up.

»oc

)f    \\A2S(x)B\\v^Hdx,    ap^S.

To estimate (T) and (2), we shall use analyticity of the semigroup S(t). In fact,

(D<c/°
r°°   1 C      C

—- dx < — < —    for any a > 1.
■an   x2 <•"/-      p
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Similarly,

r^\      ^ f00    l   j        C      C
(2) < C /       —dx4i-r^-.

Thus, (2.1T), and consequently (2.11), are satisfied. From Theorem 2.4 we now

obtain

(2.13) \Tsf\mR.H]<C\f\L¡[R.u]    uniformly in S > 0.

Equation (2.13) together with (2.7) imply that

IA1~Qlu\ < C\u\
\n        ^u\mOT:H] ** M"li.,[07-;t/]'

which completes the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 2.1. Proof of part (iii) is

straightforward. In fact,

\(Al-Q-*Lu)(t) L = I (' Al~*S(t - t)Bu(t) di
KO

(by (2.T) applied with n = 1 - e)

CT\-^T7^|M| <Cr|i/|L
o   (/ —

Similarly, for p = 1 we have

u

f \Al-e-*Lu(t)\Hdt < Cf /' *        \u(r)\vdrdt
Jo Jo   Jo   (t - T)

(changing the order of integration)

rT   rT 1

,[or;t/]-< c^í  Í :-^T7^l"(T)lt/^T< cr|«|, [(
■'O     't      (f - t)'

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is thus completed.   D

3. Galerkin Approximation of an Abstract Boundary Value Problem. Let 0 < h < 1,

h -* 0 be a parameter of discretization. Let KA c 3)(B*A*Q) be a family of finite-di-

mensional subspaces of H. We shall assume that the subspaces Vh enjoy the

following approximation properties. There exists a constant m > 0 such that

(3.0) \x - Phx\H ^ Chma\x\D(Aa),       0<a<l,

where PA stands for the orthogonal projection of H onto FA,

(3.1) \B*A*Q(I - P^xl^ Ch^l~^\x\D(At)

for some £) < Q,

(3.1') |£M*ö(/-/>J;t|„ <Oim(a-ô)|;c|DM.a)   forg<a<l,

(3.2) \B*A*QVh\v 4: Ch~mQ\vh\H   (inverse approximation property).

Remark. Since 5 G <£(U -» if), properties (3.1) and (3.2) follow from

(3.1") |(/ - PJ*|OM.0) < CAm(1-ë'|x|0(^,,

(3.2") k*lDM.e)<CA-"ê|l,A||/.
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In the special case when A represents a differential operator of order m and such

that for x G D(A) we have \x\DiA) ~ \\x\\m, then the properties (3.0), (3.1), (3.1")

and (3.2") (with Q = Q) are the standard approximation requirements satisfied by

the spaces of splines defined on uniform meshes. Consequently, (3.0)—(3.2) with

Q = Q are the weaker versions of the standard approximation properties, weaker in

the sense that (3.1") and (3.2") require a priori that Vh c D(A*Q), while (3.1) and

(3.2) require only that Vh c D(B*A*Q). This fact will be crucially used in Section 5,

where our general theory is applied to a parabolic boundary value problem. As we

shall see, when working with linear splines, we shall have Vh c D(B*A*Q) but not in

D(A*Q).

The generator A will be approximated by the sequence of finite-dimensional

operators Ah: Vh -* Vh satisfying the following properties:

(3.3) \{A~l - A-hl)Rhx\H <S Ch"'\x\H   (convergence);

with Sh(t) = eA>',

CB
(3.4) \AßhSh(t)\H^H<-j,       0 <j8 < 2, uniformly in h

(uniform analyticity).

We shall also assume that the properties (3.1)—(3.4) hold for A*.

Remark. If A is a selfadjoint strongly elliptic operator of order m with ap-

propriate boundary conditions, then Ah defined by

(3.5) (Ahyh,xh)H=(Ayh,xh)H    Vyh, x„e Vh<z D(A1/2),

complies with the requirements (3.3), (3.4) (see [9]). Similarly, if A is coercive in the

norm of 3>(Ax/2\ which is the case in the parabolic situation, then Ah defined by

(3.5) also satisfies (3.3) and (3.4).

An equivalent version of (3.4) is that there exist a, b > 0, C > 0 such that

(3.4') p(;4A)=)2-s {X;ReX>a-Mm|X|}

and

\R(X,Ah)\\4        + uniformly in h.

Let y(t) be the solution of (1.2). The approximate schemes we shall consider are as

follows: Find yh(t) g Vh such that

j(h(T),vh)H= -(Ahyh(t),vh)H+(u(t),B*A^vh)u

(3.6) < for every vh g Vh,

U(0) = o-

Let e(t) = y(t) — yh(t). The following theorem gives the error estimates for the

error function e in the schemes defined above.

Theorem 3.1.

(i) \e\i.f[0T:H)^ CAw(1-5)|«L'[or;i/] forl <p<cc,

(¡0 kl/.qoT-;»] < C[lnM"«-& + h^1 -e+rt]|«li.'[<mvi forp = 1, oo.
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Remark. The convergence results obtained in Theorem 3.1 are optimal. In fact, in

view of the optimal regularity of the solution y, with u g Lp[0T; H], 1 < p < oo,

we have that y g Lp[0T; @>(AX~Q)]. Thus, the estimate in part (i) essentially

reproduces the approximation property (3.0) (with a = (1 — Q)). Similarly, for

p = 1, oo the maximal regularity of the solution is y G Lp[0T; @(Al~Q~s)]. This

fact is reflected by the presence of the In h term in part (ii) of the theorem.

4. Proof of Theorem 3.1. In the proof of Theorem 3.1 the key role will be played in

the following " rough data" estimates.

Theorem 4.1. ([9], [10]). Let Ah, A*h satisfy (3.3) and (3.4). Then

(4.1) \\Sh(t)Ph - P„S(t) |U„ < ^hml,       0 < / « 1,

(4.2) \\R(X,A) - R(X,Ah)Ph\\H^H4 Chm   for all Xg 2.

Theorem 4.1 implies the following

COROLLARY 4.1. \\AS(t) - AhSh(t)Ph\\„^ H < Chm/t2.

Proof. With x G D(A) we have

[AS(t)-AhSh(t)Ph]x= ( ex'X[R(X,A) - R(X, Ah)Ph]xdX,
•T

where T denotes the contour of 2. Hence, in view of (4.2),

\AS(t) - AhSh(t)Ph\H^H 4 Chmf eR^'\X\dX.

Straightforward evaluation of the last integral now yields the desired bound.   D

Remark. In the special case when A represents a selfadjoint (resp. slightly

nonselfadjoint) second-order strongly elliptic operator, (4.1) in Theorem 4.1 was

proved in [3] (resp. [7] and [19] and [13]). In [9] this result was extended to a more

general case of analytic semigroups with "uniformly analytic" generator Ah. This is

the case, for example, for an arbitrary strongly elliptic operator where the bilinear

form (Ahyh, xh)H is coercive in the Z)(/l1/2)-topology.

We shall start by proving the "easy" part of Theorem 3.1, i.e., part (ii).

With Lh: L2[0T; U] -> L2[0T; Uh] given by

(Lhu)(t)^f'sh(t-r)Ph(A^Bu(T))dT,

we observe that (3.6) is equivalent to yh(t) = (Lhu)(t). Thus,

(4.3) e(t) = (L-Lh)(u)(t).

By taking adjoints L* and L% to L and Lh (with respect to L2[0T; U] -» L2[0T; H]

topology) we obtain

(/,*/)(/)= ¡T B*A*qS*(t- t)f(r)dT
Jt

and

(¿;/*)(0 = fTB*A*QSh*(r - t)fh(r)dT.
Jt
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Notice that in view of duality, part (ii) of Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to the following

estimate

I A   A\ K¿*  ~ LhPhf) ¡L^OT-.U]
(4-4) r - t

< C[\nhhmil-Q) + hm(l-Q+e)\\f\Ll,[OT:H)   forp = l,oo.

We start by proving (4.4) with p = oo. To this end, let us write

(L*-L*hPhf)(t) = e*(t) + e2*(t),

where

et(t) = B*A*Q(I - Ph) fT 5*(t - t)f(r) dr,

ei(t) = B*A*efT [PhS*(r - t) - Sh*(r - t)Ph]f(r)dr.
Jt

Consider first t < T - h2m,

k*(0li/<B*A*°(I -Ph)f, + hl"'s*(T-t)f(r)dr
Jt

B*A*Q(I - Ph) fT      S*(T-t)f(r)dT

Applying to the first term (3.T) with a = 1 - e, and (3.1) to the second term, yields

the further bounds

CA-"OAm(1-e)| f'+h2m A*(l~c)S*(r - t)f(T) di

+ Ch-mêhm\ fT      A*S*(t- t)f(r)dr
\Jt + h2"'

(by analyticity of the semigroup S(t))

< CÄm(i-e)A-««j-'+"2*"-L__</T|/jL.|pi,|f]
(r-01

J,+„lm (T ~~ t)

Thus, for each t such that t < T - h2m we have

(4.5) kf(*)|í,< C[hm«-ñ\nh + A^-ö^ll/kpr-.m.

Similarly, for t > T - h2m we have

|ef(0 !„ < B^*e(/ _ pj r 5*(T _ ,)/(t) dT
•w

(by (3.T) applied with a = 1 - e)

< CA-m<?A",(1_e,| ÍTA*l~eS*(r - t)f(r)d

(4.6)

<  Lh *     '\f \l„[0T;H]-

Lœ[0T- H]
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Thus, (4.5) and (4.6) give

(4.7) |efLp^i/i<c[*"<1-a>l»A + A"<i-.e+«>l|/|IwWr.if].

Similar analysis applies to the term e^(t). In fact, by (3.2) we have

\ei(t) \v < CA-"Ô f \PhS*(r - t) - Sh*(r - t) \^Hdr\f\LAoT:H].
Jt

Thus, for t < T - hm,

dr
\ettt)\u*Ch-"Q I ■%«(!-.)_d\        +   ̂

A + V»        T - Í(r-01_e

where in the first integral we have applied (4.1) with / = 1 - e and in the second

with / = 1. Hence, for t < T - hm,

(4.8) |«?(0|i/< CA^-^lnAl/l^ior;//].
For t > T — A"', we obtain similarly as before

(4.9) |eî(0|c<C*"a-a>l/kpr.m.

(4.8), (4.9), and (4.7) together yield

(4.10) |ef(0 + «í(0|i/< clA^-^lnA + A^-O^ll/kioT-;«],
which completes the proof of (4.4) for p = oo. Now, we consider case p = 1:

T |**(0 ludtzf f \B*A*°(I - Ph)S*(r - t)f(r) \„dtdr
A> A}   A)

("2m f \B*A*Q(I - Ph)S*(r - t)f(r) Idtdr

+ /I   i/T""2"'+/T   :    |AM*e(/-P/k)S*(T-0/(T)|i/A</T
jLlm       Jr. J--h2m

4

(4.11)
JT-h

1,2"    rT/■Í.2/Í1       /»T

< Ch-mQ+m(l-t) f»        /     |y4*l-^*(T-í)/(T)|//¿íí/T
A)     A)

+ Ch-mQ + mfT      fr-h2-  |^*le5*(T_  , )/(T) |ffift ¿T

h2"' A)

+ Ch~n.Q^m(l-e)fT     Ç \A*l~eS*(j ~ t) f(r)\Hdt dj,
Jhlm   yT_/,2».

where in the last inequality (4.11) we have used (3.T) applied with a = 1 - e to the

first and third integral, and (3.1) to the second. From the analyticity of S*(t) it now

follows that

fT\er(t)\udt
A)

< Chm(l-Q)h-mt

(4-12)

A)     A)   (T- r)

A,2„,    J   _

<ft

'-h2"1   (T- f)

A2"'       <#

ÏT7l/(T)|„dT

A2m   Jn T  -   i'-7
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Hence,

(4.13) [T left)],,* < c[A"'(1-ö)lnA + A^-^ll/kpr.»].
A)

To show that the estimate (4.13) also holds for e*(0» we follow the same line of

arguments as before. The only difference now is that instead of using (3.T) we use

(3.2) combined with (4.1), applied with / = 1 - e and / = 1 (see also the proof of

(4.9)). The proof of (4.4) is thus completed.

Proceeding with the proof of Theorem 3.1 we shall now prove part (i). To

accomplish this we shall need the following dual formulations of the assumptions

(3.1) and (3.2).

Corollary 4.2. (i) \A~\l - Ph)AQBu\H < Chmlï-^\u\Ut

(Ü) \P„AOBu\„ < Ch-»*\u\v

To continue with the proof of our Theorem 3.1 we write

«(>) - (Z. - Lh)u{<) - /„' (S(t - t) - S„(t - T))f,(¿«a«(T)) dr

(4.14, p ' ®^
+      AS(t - t)A-\I - Ph)(A^Bu)(r) dr.

A)-„-
©*e2(t)

To estimate the term e2(t), we use Corollary 2.2 with 0 = 1 and B = /. This yields

\e2(t)\LpW;H)<CT\A-l(l - Ph)A^Bu\LpW.<m

(by Corollary 4.2(i))

\1.lJ) ** LTn \A     A   DU\L^T.H} ^ Crn \u\lp[0T:UY

Thus, in order to complete the proof, it is enough to show that the same estimate

holds for ex(t) = (Ehu\t), where we introduced the notation

(4.16) (Ehu)(t) = /' [S(t - r) - Sh(t - t)]P„[aQBu(t)] dr.
A)

We shall prove

Lemma 4.3.

Lemma 4.4.

|£/iUlBMO[0r;H] < CThm \U\f[0T;U\'

\Ehu\Ltl0T..H]<CThm(l-V\u LllOT:Uy

Once Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 are proved, the result of part (i) of Theorem 3.1 follows

immediately by interpolating the results of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 (see [18]). In fact, we

obtain

\Ehu\Lpl0T:H^CT_ph^-^\u\LP[0T.Hr

which together with (4.15) and (4.14) gives

k(0lz.,(Q7-;#f]< CT.phma~Q)\u\LAQT.m,       p*l,co.
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Thus, to complete the proof of the theorem, it is enough to establish the validity of

Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4.

Proof of Lemma 4.3. We apply Theorem 2.3 with

K(t)i[[S(t)-Sh(t)]Ph[AQBu],      t>0,

lO, /<0.

Clearly, for A > 0, Kh e 2>(U -* Lx[0T; H]), and with u G Lx[0T; U] and u(t) = 0,

t < 0, we have

(Ehu)(t) = Kh*u.

In order to apply Theorem 2.3 we need to verify that (2.4) and (2.5) are valid. To see

this, let us compute

Kh(X)u = [R(X,A) - R(X,Ah)]Ph(AQBu)

= [R(X,A) - R(X,Ah)Ph]Ph(A^Bu).

Hence,

\Kh(X)u\H ^\R(X,A) ~ R(X,Ah)Ph\H^H\Ph(A^Bu)\H

by (4.2)

< Ch">\Ph(A<>Bu)\H

(by part (ii) of Corollary 4.2)

< Chma-&\u\u.

Thus,

(4.17) \kh(X)\^H4Ch^-Ö\

Next, we establish the validity of (2.5). In fact,

Kh(x-y)u-K(x)u=[S(x-y)-S(x)]Ph(A^Bu)

~(Sh(x-y)-Sh(x))Ph(AQBu)

(by the semigroup property)

= fyAS(r)Ph(A^Bu)dT- ['  VAhSh(T)Ph(A<^Bu)dT
JX J X

= f~y\AS(r) - AhSh(r) \Ph(A<iBu) dr.
Jx

Thus, in view of Corollary 4.1 we have

\Kh(x -y)u- Kx(x)(u) |„ < Cf ' \ drhmPh(A^Bu)
Ax T

(by Corollary 4.2(h))

1 1
(4.18) < C

Therefore (with y > 0),

x — y     x
hm(ï-^\u\u.

(4.19)    /l*l>21.v|
/ \K(x-y)-K(x)\^Hdx<Ch^-^r     (-1_-I)¿x
J\x\»2\v\ Ar-2v \x * y       x I

< cAm(1-e)ln2.
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The same argument gives an estimate for y < 0. Thus, (4.17), (4.19) and Theorem

2.3 yield

¡Kf,* W|BMO[0r; H] < CThm \U\lx[0T;U]'

which completes the proof of Lemma 4.3.   □

Proof of Lemma 4.4. The proof of this lemma relies on the application of

Schwartz's Theorem 2.4. All we need to check is the validity of (2.11), with Kh(t)

defined as above. The computations, in fact, are also very similar to those before. Set

a = 2 in Theorem 2.4. Then, as in (4.18),

\Kh(p(x - y)) - Kh(px) \v^„ <
CAm(l-Q)

x - y

(first with x > 0)

/       \\Kh(p,(x-y))-Kh(px)\\^„dx

(4.20) = i" \\Kh(p(x - y)) - Kh(px) \\^Hdx
J2

^-A^-^f
p J2

1 1-+ -
x - y     x

dx = -hm(l-Q)\n\.

Similar computations apply to the case x < 0. Thus, (4.20) and Theorem 3.2 imply

that

[0T-.U]'\\Kh*u\\Lnor,H]^Ch^l-^\u\L¡

which is precisely the statement of Lemma 4.4.   D

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now completed.

5. Applications to Parabolic Boundary Value Problems. The purpose of this section

is to show how the abstract approximation result formulated in Theorem 3.1 can be

applied to yield the optimal rate of convergence of Galerkin approximation to

parabolic problems with "rough" (i.e., Lp(L2)) Dirichlet boundary data. To begin

with, let ß be a bounded domain in R" with a smooth boundary T. Let A(x, 3)

denote a uniformly strongly elliptic operator

A(x,d)f=   i   1?-[aIJ(x)yr)+íai(x)y- + a0f(x),
. dxA 'Jy Jdxn

i,y = l        '\ J I        / = !
3x,

where

E   E«y(*)H >«£*?. a>0'
1 = 1 7 = 1 i-1

for all x g fi, and all coefficients are assumed to be in C°°(fi). Consider the

following parabolic equation:

(5.1)

9i      =A(x,9)y(x,t),

y(0) = 0,

>>|r = «GL,[0r;L2(r)],       l^p<^.
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In order to express the solution of the parabolic problem (5.1) as a singular integral

(as in Section 3), we introduce an operator A: L2(fi) -* L2(fi) defined by

-Ay = A(x,d)y,    y G 9(A),

where

9(A)= {yeL2(Q);Ay<=L2(Q);y\T = 0}.

It is well known that -A generates an analytic semigroup S(t) on L2(fi). Let us now

define the "Dirichlet" map D: L2(T) -» L2(fi), where

,r7, (A(x,d)Dg = 0,

K     ' \Dg\r = 0.

It is well known [14] that

(5.3) D: HS(T) -+ Hs+i/2(Q,)   is bounded for all real s.

An abstract version of (5.1) can now be expressed by the following formula (see [2],

[11]):

(5.4) y(t) = (' AS(t - t) Du(r) dr.
A)

Knowing that

3>(Aa) = H2a(Q),   0<a<l/4,    [6],

we have

D:fle Sf(L2(T) -* ¡¿(A1'4-*))    for every e > 0.

Therefore, (5.4) can be rewritten equivalently as

(5.5) y(t) = [' A^4~eS(t - r)Al/4-*Du(r) dr.
A

Thus, we are now exactly in the situation described in Section 1, with H = L2(fi),

U m L2(T), B = A^-'D g £t°(L2(Y) -♦ L2(fi)], Q = 3/4 + e and m = 2.

In order to formulate an approximating scheme for (5.1) (or equivalently (5.5)), we

introduce finite-dimensional subspaces Vh c Si(D*A*).

Since

D*A*v = ^-v\T    (see [2], [12]),

clearly //3/2+t(fi) c S)(D*A*).

Remark.  Linear splines, although they are not in  Jrï3/2+e(fi), still belong to

3)(D*A*). This fact will be used in the sequel.

Using the identifications [6]

2>(AQ) = £>(A*Q) = tf02e(fi),       0<2<3/4,

9(A) = 2>(A*) = #¿(8) n //2(fi),

and

I*Id(^)<C||x||2/8   for^GD^),

one can easily check that (3.0)-(3.2) with Q = Q are equivalent to the well-known

approximation properties of spaces of linear (and higher-order) splines defined on

uniform meshes.
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As an approximation Ah of A we take an arbitrary operator Ah: Vh -* Vh such

that

(5.6)

and

\(A-1 - A-hlRh)x\\4 Ch2\\x\\,

\Aßhvh\\^C\\Aßvh\,       0<j8<l/2,

(5-7) \(Ahuk,vh)\< C\\uh\\x\\vh\\x,       (Ahuh,uh)> y\\uh\\x.

It was shown in [9] and [7] that most of the well-known approximations Ah to elliptic

problems comply with (5.6) and (5.7). For instance, the standard Galerkin method,

where

(5-8) (Ahuh,vh) = (A(x,d)uh,vh)   Vuh,vh<=Vh,

satisfies all the desired properties (5.6) and (5.7). Also, BabuSka's method [1] and

Nitsche's method [16] of approximating Ah (which, in fact, do not require subspaces

Vh to satisfy zero boundary conditions) can be used.

It was also shown in [9] that with Ah satisfying (5.6) and (5.7), the corresponding

semigroup Sh(t) is uniformly analytic, i.e.,

Mfö(0*J< ^11**11   uniformly in A.

Consequently, the following "rough" data estimates hold [9]:

(5.9) \\(S„(t)Ph - PhS(t))x\\ < ^fA2'||x||,       0 < / < 1,

(5.10) \\(R(X,Ah)Ph-R(X,A))x\\^Ch2\\x\\,       X g 2.

Remark. Estimates (5.9) were also proved in [7], [19], and [13] for the case where

a¡j = ajj(x) in the definition of A(x, 9).

Thus, we are exactly in the situation described in Section 3, where approximation

assumptions (3.3) and (3.4) were satisfied with m = 2. The algorithm for computing

the approximation of y takes the form:

Findyh(t) G Vh such that

(5 11) \{h(t),vh)a= -(Ahyh(t),vh)a +(u(t), D*A*vh)r,

U(0) = 0,    allvheV„.

Noticing that (see [12], [2])

(5.12) D*A*v = -^-v,

where 3/3tj,, = aiJ(x)ni(x)()/dxj and «, are the components of the outward unit

vector normal to the boundary T, we can rewrite (5.11) as

(5.11')    (h0)^h)a= -(Ahyh(t),vh)Q + /u(t),^vh\  ,        ^(0) = 0.

Remark. If one takes for Ah a standard Galerkin approximation (see (5.8)) then

(5.1 T) becomes

(hU)^„)Q= -(A(x,d)yh(t),vh)a + lu(t),-^vh\     allt;, g Vh.
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Remark. One should note that (5.11) does not require the elements of Vh to be

conformai (as long as Ah is appropriately defined on nonconformal subspaces).

Applying the result of Theorem 3.1 to our scheme (5.11), and taking Q = Q in

(3.1) and (3.2), yields the following error estimates,

(5.13) \e(t)\LAoT;L2(a)]^CThl^\u\ [07-; ¿2(D]'
1 < p < 00,

with e(t) = y(t) -yh(t), where y(t) (resp. yh(t)) is the solution of (5.1) (resp.

(5.11)). Note that the error estimates (5.13) are nonoptimal (modulo AE). In fact,

parabolic theory provides us with the following regularity results

(5.14)    for « G L [07; L2(T)\ we have
yBLp[QT;H^2(ii)},

y^Lp[0T;H^2^(u)},

1 < p < oo,

P = Loo-

Therefore, the optimal rate of convergence for e(t) should be 0( A1/2) for 1 < p < oo.

The nonoptimality of the estimate (5.13) is the result of a nonoptimal identification

of B with Al/4~eD (we cannot take e = 0!). On the other hand, it is known that

R(D) c //1/2(fi) (but not in 9(A1/4)\). We will be able to improve the estimate

(5.13), by imposing slightly stronger requirements on approximation properties of

Vh. More precisely we have the following result.

Theorem 5.1. Let Vh c H\Q) besuch that

(5.15)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)m

\v-Phv\\s<Ch°-*\\v\\tt,

v(Phv-v)\<Chl/2\\v\\2,

dvh

0<a<2, 0<i<l,a-s>0,

3tl4
<CA-V2||n

\V(PHV - V) | < CAaH|(2a + 3 + E)/2, 0 < a < 1/2.

Lety(y>,) oe tne solution of (5.1) ((5.11)). Then, with e(t) = y(t) - yh(t), we have

(0 KOk[or;z.2(í2)]< Chx/2\u kioT-^r)], 1 < P < »,

(») l«KOk[or:.z.2(0)]< CA^lnAI« \Lp[0T-L2(r^ P = h<x>.

Remarks. 1. In view of the regularity of the solution y(l) G Lp[QT; i/1/2(fi)] for

boundary data u g Lp[0T; L2(T)], as described by u(t) (5.14), we deduce that the

results of Theorem 5.1 are optimal; indeed they reproduce the approximation

property (5.15)(a) with a = 1/2 and s = 0.

2. Spaces which comply with (5.15) are, for example, linear (or higher-order)

splines defined on uniform meshes (see also [16]).

The proof of Theorem 5.1 follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 after taking

Q = 3/4, Q = 3/4 + e and making use of assumptions (b), (c) and (d). In fact,

(5.15)(b), (c), (d) readily imply that

(b')       \D*A*(Rhv - v)\T < CA1/2H|2 < C/i1/2|y D{A") îoivG D(A*)

mIf Vh c Hi/2 + '(Q), then (5.15)(d) follows automatically from the Trace Theorem and (5.15) (a), (b).
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and

(c') \D*A*v\r^Ch-3/2\\vh\\,

(d') \D*A*(Rhv-v)\r<Cha\\v\\,2a+3+e)/2,       O^a^l/2.

Thus, assumptions (3.1), (3.2), and (3.1') are satisfied with Q = 3/4, Q = 3/4 + e.

6. Concluding Remarks. The same technique can be used to approximate para-

bolic equations with different types of boundary conditions. For instance, in

the case of Neumann boundary conditions we simply replace the operator D by

TV g J?(L2(T) -> i/3/2(fi)), where N is an appropriate "Neumann" extension. In

this case the optimal rate of convergence is C(A3/2), which reflects the optimal

regularity of the solution. In order to obtain the convergence results for the

Neumann problem with H'1^) boundary data (see (1.14)), we simply invoke

Theorem 3.1 with Q = Q = 3/4, which gives us immediately the error estimates

(1.14).
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